LET'S GET
STARTED.

THE KAIZEN
MARKETING
DIFFERENCE
At Kaizen Marketing we do things differently. Our team of degree-qualified
business marketing specialists work with you to create a digital marketing
strategy that is both profitable and innovative. Our marketing strategies are
100% trackable to ensure return-on-investment.
We work with you to ensure you can see your return-on-investment each
month while optimising your campaigns to spend less over time while making
more revenue.

INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNOLOGY
In today's world, business and technology are rapidly changing.
Kaizen Marketing stays one step ahead of the market,
forecasting the best platforms to find your target audience on.

NO HIDDEN COSTS
At Kaizen Marketing we keep our prices competitive, transparent,
and contract-free. Your guaranteed satisfaction is our ability to offer
no lock-in contract periods to ensure you only remain with Kaizen
Marketing because the marketing is profitable.

WE PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
We take a proactive approach rather than a reactive approach
when dealing with your budget. Our specialist software can
give you an annual forecast on the best budget to spend each
month to hit your KPIs.

OUR SERVICES
Kaizen Marketing has engineered a six-strategy approach to
marketing your brand in a profitable way online. Get your
tailored strategy today to discover what strategies you can
employ to scale your company fastest.

ORGANIC SEO
Get your brand effortlessly
ranking on the first page of
Google search engine results
and your Google My Business
listing flawless.

PAID ADVERTISING
Turn on your paid advertising
to rapidly pump leads and
sales into your company.
Generate consistent new
enquiries and sales within
days of launch.

STRATEGY WORKSHOP
Work with degree qualified
business specialists to refocus
your brand and services to be
scaleable, profitable and what
your target audience needs.

WEBSITE DESIGN
We create websites that work.
We focus on website speed, a
modern interface and
optimised user experience
that flows revenue in faster.

INSTAGRAM MANAGEMENT
Make your brand "instaworthy" and profitable on
Instagram with Kaizen
Marketing's superior
instagram management
services.

PHOTO & VIDEO SHOOTS
Let our expert videographers
capture the essence of your
brand, products and culture.
We have photoshoots &
videos for every budget and
goal.

KAIZEN MARKETING
Who We Are
We are not just your typical marketing
agency.
We are entrepreneurs with burning
ambitions to make our campaigns thrive
through continuous improvement. We
have real experience in building hundreds
of successful client companies. We utilise
this knowledge and extensive learning in
every aspect of your service to ensure
your business growth is fast and effective.

Bodene Childs - Strategy Director
The Strategy Director, Bodene, is a degree qualified business
marketing specialist with extensive experience in building start-up
companies and scaling businesses up to 10- million in revenue.
Bodene specializes in creating epic, out-of-the-box market strategies.
With a background in Air Force intelligence, she is fast to gather
competitive intelligence on other companies and give your brand the
unique edge it needs to stand out and scale rapidly.

Did you know in 2020, 96% of consumers increased their online video
consumption? One-third of all online activity is spent watching videos. As of 2021,
the average person watches 100 minutes of online video a day. Don't forget to ask
Kaizen Marketing how our video marketing can increase profit for your brand.

WE WORK FOR YOU
The Kaizen Difference

Immediate 100% tailored marketing strategy and advice

Local degree qualified experts

Expertise backed by experience building hundreds of
brands, plus flexibility, attention to detail, and the
friendliness of a small firm
No Lock-in contracts, only incredible service that makes
you want to continue in partnership with Kaizen
Marketing

From Google advertising and Instagram content production to
website building, video marketing, and Google My Business
management. Your one-stop digital marketing partner.

With so many 5-star
reviews
on Google, our customer
testimonials speak for
themselves.
"Kaizen Marketing is an
excellent marketing firm.
We had new customers one
day after launch and they
are regularly calling us to
see how they can help or
improve. Absolutely
amazing service and
marketing"

HEAR IT FROM A CLIENT
The Kaizen Difference

- Link To Video - Click Here -

"The Kaizen Marketing Team are amazing.
They took time to understand how business
and profit ensuring our ads and landing page
were just right. They really went above and
beyond"

I can't recommend Bodene and the team
highly enough. Full of ideas they really want
your marketing to be perfect. I am so glad I
picked Kaizen Marketing

it out of the
These guys absolutely smashed
t out-of-thepark, they continue to implemen
they do and
box ideas that work. Love what
them.
their phone calls. Couldn't fault

Read these reviews and more on the Kaizen Marketing
Google My Business, Facebook and Instagram Highlights.
@kaizen_marketing

